Abstract: During the process of grind-hardening, the dissipated heat from the process is utilized for a surface layer hardening of machined components made of steel. A martensitic phase transformation occurs within the affected subsurface regions and compressive residual stresses are induced. However, the layout of a grind-hardening process for given hardness results (material modification) is very difficult. Thus, a series of extensive experimental tests is required. To reduce this experimental effort, the newly developed concept of Process Signatures is used to describe the material modifications based on the thermal load appearing during the grind-hardening process. Based on an analytical calculation of the temperature fields during the grind-hardening process (surface-and external-cylindrical-grind-hardening), the internal thermal load was characterized by the maximum contact zone temperature and the maximum temperature gradient at the surface and was correlated with the process quantities (heat flux to the workpiece and the contact time).
Introduction
Manufacturing processes cause thermal and mechanical loads to affect the surface and subsurface properties of the workpiece material; for example, microstructures, residual stresses, and hardness as described by Jawahir et al. [1] . In finishing processes such as grinding, the functional performance of the machined components is dependent on the resulting changes of subsurface properties (material modifications). Therefore, the modeling and simulation of the resulting subsurface properties after machining have become more and more relevant for current research and industry needs [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Grind-hardening is a thermomechanical process for the surface hardening of heat treatable steels that utilizes the heat transfer into the workpiece by combining the heat treatment with a material removal [6] [7] [8] . Conventional heat treatment processes, which are often used for surface hardening of highly stressed components made of steel, lead to a break of the material flow. Thus, high logistic expenses, extended production times and increased manufacturing costs result. Grind-hardening processes, on the other hand, result in a shortened process chain leading to a reduction of production times and manufacturing costs of surface hardened components such as linear guideways with simple and complex profiles, bearing seats or hubs on shafts that are subject to wear. Thus, grind-hardening has a high potential to improve its yet still limited occurrence in industrial practice. Detailed investigations on austenitizing temperatures, heating rates, and cooling rates in grind-hardening and their effect on controlling the process were already performed 10 years ago [9] . However, the complex physical interrelationships make it difficult to describe the resulting surface hardening depth based on the process parameters. This is due to the fact that the thickness of the martensitic surface layer depends on the specific grinding power, the heat partition into the workpiece, and the duration of the material removal process as discussed by Zäh et al. [10] . Therefore, finite-element-(FE-)based simulations were developed, aiming at a deeper understanding of the thermo-metallurgical and thermo-mechanical effects on the workpiece material during the grind-hardening process and to predict the resulting surface hardening depths [11] [12] [13] .
In most of the cases, the changes of surface and subsurface properties during the machining processes are correlated with the machining parameters and/or process quantities. Due to missing information on the internal material loads (that is, stresses, strains, temperatures, or temperature gradients), this process-oriented view does not enable a direct selection of machining parameters to achieve a desired surface integrity state [14] . The introduced concept of Process Signatures is based on a material-oriented view to describe the material modifications resulting from the manufacturing processes by taking into account the acting internal material loads [14, 15] . According to Frerichs et al., Process Signatures describe correlations between the mentioned loads during a certain process and the resulting material modifications; for example, the residual stress state at the surface can be described by the maximum temperature gradient at the surface [16] .
The presented research work focuses on the prediction of the surface hardening depth and the hardness change at the surface caused by grind-hardening according to the concept of Process Signatures. Straight test series for surface-grind-hardening and external-cylindrical-(OD-)grind-hardening (see Figure 1 ) were performed to study the influence of the contact conditions between the workpiece material and the grinding wheel (the variation of the contact length is l g ) on the internal thermal load during the grind-hardening process and the resulting material modifications. processes, on the other hand, result in a shortened process chain leading to a reduction of production times and manufacturing costs of surface hardened components such as linear guideways with simple and complex profiles, bearing seats or hubs on shafts that are subject to wear. Thus, grind-hardening has a high potential to improve its yet still limited occurrence in industrial practice. Detailed investigations on austenitizing temperatures, heating rates, and cooling rates in grind-hardening and their effect on controlling the process were already performed 10 years ago [9] . However, the complex physical interrelationships make it difficult to describe the resulting surface hardening depth based on the process parameters. This is due to the fact that the thickness of the martensitic surface layer depends on the specific grinding power, the heat partition into the workpiece, and the duration of the material removal process as discussed by Zäh et al. [10] . Therefore, finite-element-(FE-)based simulations were developed, aiming at a deeper understanding of the thermo-metallurgical and thermo-mechanical effects on the workpiece material during the grind-hardening process and to predict the resulting surface hardening depths [11] [12] [13] .
The presented research work focuses on the prediction of the surface hardening depth and the hardness change at the surface caused by grind-hardening according to the concept of Process Signatures. Straight test series for surface-grind-hardening and external-cylindrical-(OD-)grind-hardening (see Figure 1 ) were performed to study the influence of the contact conditions between the workpiece material and the grinding wheel (the variation of the contact length is lg) on the internal thermal load during the grind-hardening process and the resulting material modifications. In this context, the surface hardening depths (SHD) were analyzed by metallographic investigations and by considering the hardness depth profiles (Vickers hardness). The influence of the mechanical load on the hardening depth during grind-hardening were neglected. For the characterization of the internal thermal load, an analytical model of Komanduri and Hou [17] was used to calculate the temperature fields within the subsurface regions of the workpieces according to the chosen process parameters and process conditions (compare to Section 2). Thus, the maximum contact zone temperature Tmax and the maximum temperature gradient at the surface (dT/dx)max In this context, the surface hardening depths (SHD) were analyzed by metallographic investigations and by considering the hardness depth profiles (Vickers hardness). The influence of the mechanical load on the hardening depth during grind-hardening were neglected. For the characterization of the internal thermal load, an analytical model of Komanduri and Hou [17] was used to calculate the temperature fields within the subsurface regions of the workpieces according to the chosen process parameters and process conditions (compare to Section 2). Thus, the maximum contact zone temperature T max and the maximum temperature gradient at the surface (dT/dx) max (perpendicular to the workpiece surface) were considered as the relevant parameters to describe the internal thermal loads. It was assumed that both mentioned parameters govern the thermal material behavior. However, the results will show that further parameters such as quenching time t 85 (the time for the temperature decrease ∆T from 800 • C-500 • C during cooling (compare to Appendix A)) have to be taken into account to provide an appropriate correlation between the internal material loads and the material modifications for grind-hardening processes.
Experimental Setup and Methods
The surface-grind-hardening tests were performed on a surface grinding machine, and a cylindrical grinder was used for the OD-grind-hardening tests. The workpieces for surface-grind-hardening (length 150 mm, width 29 mm, and height 30 mm) as well as for OD-grind-hardening (Ø 10 mm, Ø 38 mm, Ø 58 mm, and a width of 10 mm) were made of AISI 4140 (DIN 42CrMo4) in a "quenched and tempered" (QT) state at 400 • C for four hours and in a "normalized" state. All tests were done in the up-grinding mode with a grinding wheel speed v s = 35 m/s using a vitrified bonded corundum grinding wheel (surface-grind-hardening: wheel type A80HH9V, Ø 400 mm, width of 30 mm; OD-grind-hardening: wheel type A80CC5V, Ø 400 mm, width of 20 mm) at constant fluid supply conditions with a flowrate of Q MWF = 25 L/min of white mineral oil. During the experiments, the depth of cut a e and the tangential feed speed v ft were varied ( Table 1 ). All test stages were performed as single stage grinding processes (for example, one 360-degree rotation of the workpiece during OD-grind-hardening). Before each grinding test, the wheel was dressed with a single point diamond dresser using an overlapping ratio of U d = 3 (depth of cut during dressing a ed = 30 µm, three times). * represent experiments with insufficient hardening results (hardness increase ∆HV < 300 HV 0.5).
The parameter sets marked with a * in Table 1 represent experiments with insufficient hardening results (hardness increase ∆HV < 300 HV 0.5). The marked tests were neglected for the analysis regarding Process Signatures. The thermal internal material loads (maximum contact zone temperature T max , maximum temperature gradient at the surface (dT/dx) max ) were determined by an analytical calculation based on the work of Komanduri and Huo (Equation (14) in [17] ). With respect to the grinding processes studied here, the used equation for calculating the temperature profiles was simplified by setting the oblique angle ϕ = 90 • to receive a situation of a band heat source moving in the direction parallel to the plane of the heat source in an infinite medium like the model used by Jaeger [18] ; see Equation (1):
where L describes the length of the heat source (equal to the contact length l g ), X describes the position of temperature calculation relative to the position of the heat source in the direction of the velocity V of the heat source (equal to the tangential feed speed v ft ) and K 0 the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero. In this regard, it is assumed that down to the depth z of surface hardening the austenitizing temperature (T m = T a = 840 • C) was reached during the grind-hardening process. Using this assumption, the heat flux .
q as a fraction (0 ≤ k w ≤ 1) of the specific grinding power P c ,
can be calculated, which leads to the mentioned austenitizing temperature at the point beneath the surface where the surface hardening depth SHD was reached. As an analytical approach was used for the Process Signature related analysis, the temperature dependency of the thermophysical properties was neglected and constant values were applied (the thermal conductivity λ = 37 W/(m·K), the specific heat capacity c p = 446 J/(kg·K), and the density ρ = 7834.66 kg/m 3 ). Based on this simplification, the determined values for the heat flux . q can be used to approximate the maximum contact zone temperatures as well as the temperature profiles affecting the workpiece material by solving Equation (1) within the limits l i -L for varied values of X (the position of the temperature calculation in the direction of the tangential feed speed v ft ) and z (the depth beneath the surface). To receive a time-dependent temperature profile, the calculated values for X were transferred into the time domain by considering the tangential feed speed v ft . The calculated data regarding temperatures and temperature profiles were used to evaluate the functional relationships between the thermal internal loads and process quantities . q, t c . The maximum temperature was correlated with a function of the heat flux to the workpiece . q and the contact time t c according to Malkin and Guo [19] :
As mentioned above, the input parameters for the heat source were derived from the experimental setup where v ft represents the velocity of the moving heat source and l g represents the heat source length:
with d eq as the equivalent grinding wheel diameter (equal to the grinding wheel diameter d s for surface-grinding operations) which is calculated for OD-grinding as follows:
It is expected that correlations between the gained internal material loads and the material modifications (surface hardening depth and change of surface hardness) can be identified following the concept of Process Signatures. For the processes of induction heating and conventional grinding such correlations were already found [16, 20] .
Results and Discussion

Correlation of Internal Material Loads with Process Quantities
As mentioned above, the surface hardening depth SHD (depth in which a hardness increase can be observed) describes the depth beneath the surface in which the austenitizing temperature T a = 840 • C is reached. The surface hardening depths for the described grinding tests (surface-and OD-grind-hardening) were evaluated by metallographic investigations including the measurement of hardness depth profiles (Vickers hardness, HV 0.5) as it is shown exemplarily in Figure 2 . Due to the different microstructures (QT and normalized state), slight differences in the hardening depths can be observed although identical process parameters (a e = 0.5 mm, v ft = 1.2 m/min) were used. 
Results and Discussion
Correlation of Internal Material Loads with Process Quantities
As mentioned above, the surface hardening depth SHD (depth in which a hardness increase can be observed) describes the depth beneath the surface in which the austenitizing temperature Ta = 840 °C is reached. The surface hardening depths for the described grinding tests (surface-and OD-grindhardening) were evaluated by metallographic investigations including the measurement of hardness depth profiles (Vickers hardness, HV 0.5) as it is shown exemplarily in Figure 2 . Due to the different microstructures (QT and normalized state), slight differences in the hardening depths can be observed although identical process parameters (ae = 0.5 mm, vft = 1.2 m/min) were used. Based on these data, the temperature profiles, as well as the values regarding heat flux q , maximum contact zone temperature Tmax, and the maximum temperature gradient at the surface (dT/dx)max were analytically determined. In Figure 3 , the maximum contact zone temperature Tmax is presented depending on the q ⋅ t values. Only a slightly increasing trend of the internal material load Tmax with the process quantity q ⋅ t can be assumed.
Based on the findings of Malkin and Guo [19] , it can be presumed that the heat input at the surface and the temperatures beneath the workpiece surface increase with rising values of q ⋅ t . A similar result can be obtained if the maximum temperature gradient at the surface (dT/dx)max is plotted against the heat flux q (compare to Figure 4) . A clearer correlation can be derived from Figure 4 between the process quantity q and the thermal internal load (dT/dx)max; that is, a linear dependency with a coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.97 can be determined between both values as the temperature gradient increases clearly with an increasing heat flux q as expected (Fourier's law). In addition, the diagram indicates a process independent correlation between the internal material loads and the process quantities. As the thermophysical properties were assumed to be constant, no differences between both heat treatment states show up. Based on these data, the temperature profiles, as well as the values regarding heat flux . q, maximum contact zone temperature T max , and the maximum temperature gradient at the surface (dT/dx) max were analytically determined. In Figure 3 , the maximum contact zone temperature T max is presented depending on the q (compare to Figure 4) . A clearer correlation can be derived from Figure 4 between the process quantity . q and the thermal internal load (dT/dx) max ; that is, a linear dependency with a coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.97 can be determined between both values as the temperature gradient increases clearly with an increasing heat flux . q as expected (Fourier's law). In addition, the diagram indicates a process independent correlation between the internal material loads and the process quantities. As the thermophysical properties were assumed to be constant, no differences between both heat treatment states show up. 
Correlation of Internal Material Loads with Material Modifications (the Concept of Process Signatures)
In view of revealing a deeper understanding of the process' influence on the resulting material modifications affecting the functional performance of machined components, the concept of Process Signatures offers a material-oriented view on machining processes and aims at describing the correlations between the internal material loads and the material modifications. Figure 5 shows the measured surface hardening depths dependent on the maximum contact zone temperature Tmax. As expected, it can be derived from Figure 5 for both processes that the surface hardening depth resulting from the grind-hardening process rises with higher values of the contact zone temperature Tmax. This finding corresponds to the observation within Section 3.1 where higher temperatures at the surface, as well as an increased temperature rise beneath the workpiece surface, were accompanied by an increasing q ⋅ t value. This leads to an increased thermal internal material load and a higher affecting depth of the thermal load. 
In view of revealing a deeper understanding of the process' influence on the resulting material modifications affecting the functional performance of machined components, the concept of Process Signatures offers a material-oriented view on machining processes and aims at describing the correlations between the internal material loads and the material modifications. Figure 5 shows the measured surface hardening depths dependent on the maximum contact zone temperature T max . As expected, it can be derived from Figure 5 for both processes that the surface hardening depth resulting from the grind-hardening process rises with higher values of the contact zone temperature T max . This finding corresponds to the observation within Section 3.1 where higher temperatures at the surface, as well as an increased temperature rise beneath the workpiece surface, were accompanied by an increasing . q · √ t c value. This leads to an increased thermal internal material load and a higher affecting depth of the thermal load. Two different functions can be derived dependent on the different microstructures which is due to the varied austenitizing behavior of the QT and normalized states. In this regard, it is surprising that the coefficient of determination for the samples with the QT state is lower compared to the normalized state as a higher inhomogeneity of the microstructure (lamellar ferrite-perlite structure) exists for the latter. This material property results in a broader scattering of the hardness values within the hardness profiles and thus, a lower value of the coefficient of determination for the normalized state would have been expected. However, the determination coefficients for both heat treatment states are relatively high (R 2 = 0.75 and R 2 = 0.93) which allows for the conclusion that the trend line functions can be considered reliable to describe a process independent correlation of the maximum contact zone temperature as a parameter of the internal material load and the surface hardening depth as a material modification. A similar relationship can be derived if the maximum temperature gradient and its effect on the surface hardening depth are taken into account (see Figure 6 ): For the normalized state, a functional dependency can be derived to describe the correlation between the internal material load and the material modification. Furthermore, the diagram in Figure 6 shows for each state of microstructure that the lower the maximum temperature gradient, the higher the SHD values for both process strategies. Two different functions can be derived dependent on the different microstructures which is due to the varied austenitizing behavior of the QT and normalized states. In this regard, it is surprising that the coefficient of determination for the samples with the QT state is lower compared to the normalized state as a higher inhomogeneity of the microstructure (lamellar ferrite-perlite structure) exists for the latter. This material property results in a broader scattering of the hardness values within the hardness profiles and thus, a lower value of the coefficient of determination for the normalized state would have been expected. However, the determination coefficients for both heat treatment states are relatively high (R 2 = 0.75 and R 2 = 0.93) which allows for the conclusion that the trend line functions can be considered reliable to describe a process independent correlation of the maximum contact zone temperature as a parameter of the internal material load and the surface hardening depth as a material modification. A similar relationship can be derived if the maximum temperature gradient and its effect on the surface hardening depth are taken into account (see Figure 6 ): For the normalized state, a functional dependency can be derived to describe the correlation between the internal material load and the material modification. Furthermore, the diagram in Figure 6 shows for each state of microstructure that the lower the maximum temperature gradient, the higher the SHD values for both process strategies. Two different functions can be derived dependent on the different microstructures which is due to the varied austenitizing behavior of the QT and normalized states. In this regard, it is surprising that the coefficient of determination for the samples with the QT state is lower compared to the normalized state as a higher inhomogeneity of the microstructure (lamellar ferrite-perlite structure) exists for the latter. This material property results in a broader scattering of the hardness values within the hardness profiles and thus, a lower value of the coefficient of determination for the normalized state would have been expected. However, the determination coefficients for both heat treatment states are relatively high (R 2 = 0.75 and R 2 = 0.93) which allows for the conclusion that the trend line functions can be considered reliable to describe a process independent correlation of the maximum contact zone temperature as a parameter of the internal material load and the surface hardening depth as a material modification. A similar relationship can be derived if the maximum temperature gradient and its effect on the surface hardening depth are taken into account (see Figure 6 ): For the normalized state, a functional dependency can be derived to describe the correlation between the internal material load and the material modification. Furthermore, the diagram in Figure 6 shows for each state of microstructure that the lower the maximum temperature gradient, the higher the SHD values for both process strategies. In this regard, it is assumed that lower maximum temperature gradients lead to a less steep reduction of the temperatures beneath the surface for temperatures exceeding the austenitizing temperature in deeper subsurface regions. The coefficient of determination for the normalized microstructure was R 2 = 0.9 which indicates that the surface hardening depth resulting from the grinding experiments of the normalized workpieces can reliably be described by the shown function of the maximum contact zone temperature. Considering the low determination coefficient of R 2 = 0.38 for the QT state, a reliable correlation as for the normalized samples is only partly given. From Figure 6 it can be concluded that a power function cannot explain the functional correlation between the maximum temperature gradient and the surface hardening depth for the QT state process independently. It is assumed that this is reasoned by the fact that the temperature and time dependent material properties could not be considered within the analytical approach.
Also, the hardness change at the surface represents a further characteristic of material modifications caused by grind-hardening which is governed, besides the temperatures at the surface and the temperature gradients, by the quenching time t 85 which can also be derived from the calculated temperature profiles (see Figure 7) . In this regard, it is assumed that lower maximum temperature gradients lead to a less steep reduction of the temperatures beneath the surface for temperatures exceeding the austenitizing temperature in deeper subsurface regions. The coefficient of determination for the normalized microstructure was R 2 = 0.9 which indicates that the surface hardening depth resulting from the grinding experiments of the normalized workpieces can reliably be described by the shown function of the maximum contact zone temperature. Considering the low determination coefficient of R 2 = 0.38 for the QT state, a reliable correlation as for the normalized samples is only partly given. From Figure 6 it can be concluded that a power function cannot explain the functional correlation between the maximum temperature gradient and the surface hardening depth for the QT state process independently. It is assumed that this is reasoned by the fact that the temperature and time dependent material properties could not be considered within the analytical approach.
Also, the hardness change at the surface represents a further characteristic of material modifications caused by grind-hardening which is governed, besides the temperatures at the surface and the temperature gradients, by the quenching time t85 which can also be derived from the calculated temperature profiles (see Figure 7) . From a materials science point of view, the correlation for the normalized state with a coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.69 in Figure 7 shows that with an increasing quenching time t85 (decreasing quenching speed), a rise of hardness change at the surface takes place (at least for the normalized state). Thus, the critical minimum quenching speed was reached for all considered parameter sets. In addition, as for the previous correlations, one slope for each heat treatment state can be derived so that the effect of the different behavior of the microstructure shows up. Annealing or softening effects are not present within these investigations since the duration time of the thermal load is not high enough. However, the functional description for the QT state within Figure 7 (coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.05) as well as the characteristics of prevented martensitic transformation due to very low quenching times cannot be completely clarified at this point. In this regard, FE-based simulations considering the temperature and time-dependent material properties are needed to gain further data for the description of the thermal material load.
Conclusions
The presented experimental investigations in combination with the analytical approach allow for the description of the temperature development in the contact zone between the workpiece and the From a materials science point of view, the correlation for the normalized state with a coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.69 in Figure 7 shows that with an increasing quenching time t 85 (decreasing quenching speed), a rise of hardness change at the surface takes place (at least for the normalized state). Thus, the critical minimum quenching speed was reached for all considered parameter sets. In addition, as for the previous correlations, one slope for each heat treatment state can be derived so that the effect of the different behavior of the microstructure shows up. Annealing or softening effects are not present within these investigations since the duration time of the thermal load is not high enough. However, the functional description for the QT state within Figure 7 (coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.05) as well as the characteristics of prevented martensitic transformation due to very low quenching times cannot be completely clarified at this point. In this regard, FE-based simulations considering the temperature and time-dependent material properties are needed to gain further data for the description of the thermal material load.
The presented experimental investigations in combination with the analytical approach allow for the description of the temperature development in the contact zone between the workpiece and the grinding wheel as well as the corresponding temperature rise beneath the workpiece surface.
By considering the thermal load (described as mentioned above) affecting the workpiece material during grind-hardening, functional correlations between the internal material loads and the material modifications can be derived (part of Process Signatures). This is provided by the regression analysis shown in Section 3. In this regard, thermal material loads are described by the maximum contact zone temperature and maximum temperature gradient at the surface. These factors lead to an appropriate description of the mechanisms that govern the resulting surface hardening depth. The results show that the correlations between the internal material loads and the process quantities as well as the material modifications respectively are almost independent of the process strategy (surface-versus OD-grind-hardening). However, for each heat treatment state (QT and normalized), one functional relation can be deduced characterizing the influence of the internal material load on the material modifications.
In view of the hardness change at the surface, the correlations are more complex: The maximum contact zone temperature T max governs the maximum temperature gradient at the surface (dT/dx) max and consequently the temperature rise beneath the workpiece surface. In consequence, the time for heating up, austenitizing, and quenching is also dependent on the development of T max and (dT/dx) max and it is at least influenced by the chosen process parameters (in particular by the tangential feed speed v ft ). Thus, to describe the hardness change at the surface based on the internal material loads, the synergetic interrelation of the above-mentioned aspects has to be considered. To enable a holistic view on this complex interrelation, process models considering, for example, the temperature-dependent thermophysical properties have to be developed to determine the further functional dependencies between the material loads and the material modifications. Hence, future research work will be focused on the development of FE-based simulations for grind-hardening processes. This approach should ensure that-based on the Process Signature related functions-process parameters can be chosen to achieve a dedicated surface hardening depth after grind-hardening. To further develop parts of the Process Signature for grinding, different modifications such as residual stress must be considered. In order to evaluate comparable equations, residual stress measurements were and still are performed after grinding experiments. Moreover, the mechanical load will be part of future investigations as the thermal and mechanical loads act together and take effect on the material modifications during the grinding/grind-hardening process. 
